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—NOTICE

Due to the "Snail Boat" delivery
of bulk mailings, TELL must ad-
vance the month and date of our
issues . By doing this, members
should receive their copy IN the
month the issue is dated.
This "post-dating" will, in no way,
affect our usual 10th of the month
publication date, or our issuance of
eleven times per year.
Pony Express, Wells Fargo or the
Railway Postal didn't have ZIP
codes . . . but I do believe their
services were better than what we
have today!!!

NEW MEMBERS
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from the EDITOR'S DESK
SPEAKING OF PRICES REALIZED AT AUCTION . In the January 1980
TELL Felix Ganz discussed the pricing and value of single Swiss stamps on cover, re-
marking that the suggested prices in the Zumstein Specialized were still somewhat
preliminary. In a recent auction in Switzerland a single on cover of Z .135 (80 on 70
cts. Helvetia on the rock) brought Fr .220., plus buyer's percentage, against the cata-
log's suggested price of SFr .100. The stamp off cover still sells at below Fr .8.

NECROLOGY . In . early March died in Bern, Switzerland, Rudolf Schaub, former
high school teacher, at age 87 . Mr. Schaub was the author of a list of all existing
parcel acceptance station cancellations of Switzerland — and the only one who recog.
nized the potential scarcity and geographic/historical implications of these now very
scarce postal markings. Furthermore Mr . Schaub visited every one of these places, and
his tales of encountered difficulties enlivened many a philatelic meeting . Mr . Schaub
also did research on train station cancellations.

In early March died in California Ed Fladung, age 77, the author and moving force
behind the Higgins and Gage Postal Stationery of the World catalogue.

FROM THE BAY STATE . . . Our
secretary Dave Beaber has developed
into a "shutterbug" — the photo to
your left (92A R .4, 3 Fr . Standing
Helvetia, showing distinctive retouch
to the right of the Helvetia figure) was
"shot" by Dave with his new camera
equipment . The original 3 :1 photo
shows considerable detail — some of
which has been lost in reproducing it
for TELL . Watch for Dave's new PPP
(Philatelic Photography Program) ad
that is to appear in our next issue.

and from CA 93306 . . . Howard C.
Reimann II has started "The Matter-
horn" — selling Swiss stamps and sup-
plies . His ad will also run in next
month's TELL.

FROM IRELAND . . . nice letter received from our former secretary, John Barrett
who is now a resident of County Mayo . Along with the news that he will be attending
London 1980, etc., he also forwarded an excellent article (translated) written by Mr.
Rudolf Ruegg which TELL will be publishing next month.

AS NOTED BY F .G . IN OTHER PUBLICATIONS/COMMUNICATIONS .
The annual report of the president of the Swiss Altbrief- und Spezialsammlerverein
(Collectors' Club for early letters and special fields) for 1979, prepared for the mem-
bership by its president, A . Müller of Bern (who is a member of AHPS) contains a few
unpleasant bits of information concerning falsifications, crooked dealers, and the like.
On the more pleasant side it may be reported that after almost ten years of prelimin-
ary hearings a case dating back to 1969 and concerning a dealer named C.D. Hahn was

cont. on page 90
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My Favorite Cover

Our editor and I agreed that this month's submission for "My Favorite Cover"
merited special note . Having just returned from a somewhat frustrating afternoon at
Interpex '80, spent surveying the remnants of dealer's stock which had survived three
days of investor ravaging, it was most heartening to find a letter from Fred Pickard
(AHPS 1643) of London, enclosing the envelope which serves as this month's cover
illustration, and which raises some fascinating questions.

Franked with an unimposing 25c Blue Helvetia with sword, the cover was had
from a London dealer, in 1978, for the modest "investment" of 25np . It bears a
9.XI.20, Berg-Thurgau datestamp and is addressed to a couple due to sail aboard the

Acquitania on November 13 . The "C 52" marking may indicate that the letter arrived
in Southampton in time to receive a cabin designation.

Intrigued by what might be found inside the envelope, visions of Swiss bank notes
dancing through his head, Mr . Pickard opened it and discovered a charming personal
note . The letter concludes, "God speed and good luck! A thousand hearty kisses, of
which a share for our dear George in New York, send you ." It is signed in order by
"your father,': "Mama," "Vera," a rather shaky "grand mere," a child-like "Vania,"
and, finally, "Mademoiselle," this last perhaps a jokingly precocious younger sister,
perhaps a former governess.

The cover's reverse bears the clear return address of Paul E . Bock, Chateau Berg,
Thurgau, Switzerland, and there lie a host of mysteries . Was Mr . Bock a Swiss resident
or an American on holiday — perhaps on a visit to "grand mere"? Was the letter in-
tended as a last surprise for a daughter embarking on honeymoon? More intriguing
still, why was the letter found in a dealer's box in London, 58 years later, unopened,
undelivered, and unreturned?

Mr . Pickard notes in his letter that this piece may prove a priceless item of family
history to descendents of Mr . Bock, and that he would be happy to return it to them,
and put an end to his favorite cover's sixty year trek in search of Mr . Bock's beloved,
but elusive daughter . Mr. Pickard deserves a note of thanks for showing that postal
history is human history, and that the best of returns can still be expected from in-
vesting a bit of love and imagination in philately .

J . MacLean

Ed. Note : Another "favorite cover" hits home! Our January issue featured
Allan Sullivan's (A HPS 1318) cover from "Camp de Biere, Canton de Vaud"
. . . William Molt (A HPS 1235) from Redlands, California writes that this
cover really "rang the bell" for him — Camp de Bierre was where Will's
father did his military stint in Switzerland!!!

TELL
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OUR FELLOW SWISS—PHILATELISTS IN ENGLAND

HELVETIA
PHIL ATELIC SOCIETY

To give any account of the history of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great
Britain it is necessary first to pay tribute to Edward H . Spiro, its founder, who was
of Czechoslovakian origin and a survivor from the notorious Dachau concentration
camp, who came to England and retrained as a precision engineer, but a chance meet-
ing with the then Labour Minister, Mr . Bevin, disclosed his familiarity with languages
and European politics and led to his appointment as foreign radio broadcasts monitor
for the Provincial Newspaper Group and also as a political correspondent at West-
minster.

Later, as a writer of books on Intelligence and Counter-Espionage, he adopted the
pseudonym of Cookridge from the place which had sponsored him, books which were
mainly published in America where official secrecy was less strict than in Britain.
After a long period of ill-health Mr . Spiro died in February 1979 aged 75.

The Society which he founded and ran virtually single-handed for a while was in-
stantly successful, for after the long period of wartime restrictions and anxieties,
stamp collecting, like other hobbies, boomed . Soon an elected Committee was formed
to share the many tasks and with his journalistic flair Mr . Spiro launched the "Hel-
vetia News Letter" which was one of the first philatelic broadsheets to carry illustra-
tions . When assignments abroad made this work impossible first Mr . P . W. Stratton
and later Mrs. E . J . Rawnsley took over the editorship, ably supported by loyal mem-
bers . Mr. A. J . Harding served faithfully as Treasurer for 25 years.

The Society's chief aim has always been the dissemination of knowledge and it is a
proud boast that research work carried out by members has frequently led to the
publication of hitherto unrecorded information . Apart from the "News Letter" a
growing library of Swiss philatelic literature is maintained for the benefit of members
in Britain and with an Information Service for those overseas.

Monthly meetings are held in London from October to May and also in Leeds
during the same months to cater for the many enthusiastic members who live in
northern England . Displays and lectures are given by members or visitors covering all
aspects of Swiss philately, as well as other events such as the annual competition.

Curiously the membership holds steady at around 400, a quarter of which com-
prises members in Europe, U .S .A ., Canada, South Africa and New Zealand . Now in
34th year "Helvetia " looks forward to the future with confidence.

Strong links with our American sister-Society were forged between the late Mrs.
E . M. Faulstich and Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley, culminating in a personal meeting during
"Philympia" in 1970, and since then several overseas members have on occasions been
present at meetings in London, while Lt. Col . C . J . LaBlonde, who is at present

resident in England is, duties permitting, a regularattender.This co-operation means
the sharing of information and publication of articles in both "Tell" and the "Helvetia
News Letter" for the benefit of both Societies.

It is the sincere hope of "Helvetia" that it will have the opportunity of meeting
many more overseas members during "London 1980".

from the Hon. Secretary :

	

Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley
3, Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive
BOGNOR REGIS, W . Sussex P021 2EL, England
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SWITZERLAND:
A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS — 9

A serialization for TELL of the A . H .P.S. Slide Show (available through APS)
by HARLAN STONE

SALVAGE SHEET

As World War II continued, Switzerland turned its postal thoughts toward main-
taining its economy, and issued propaganda stamps urging cultivation of all available
land for food, and reclamation of all used materials for recycling . The latter, so-called
salvage issue included a different stamp in each of the three official languages . These
three stamps appeared se-tenant in sheets of 25 containing 12 in German, eight in
French and five in Italian . The stamps are arranged so that no two in the same
language appear side by side.

CAMPIONE d'ITALIA STAMPS

As the tide of World War II turned, and advancing American troops
in Italy pushed the Germans northward, Switzerland closed its bor-
der with Italy, thereby isolating the Italian town of Campione
d'Italia, a small enclave surrounded by Swiss territory on the eastern
shore of Lake Lugano . Unable to obtain Italian postage stamps,
Campione's new anti-Fascist resistance government received per-
mission from the Italian legation in Bern and approval from Switzer-
land to issue two series of its own in 1944 . These stamps were valid
for postage within its own boundaries and to Switzerland . These
stamps remained in use until 1952, when Campione began using
both Swiss and Italian stamps, depending on the destination of its
mail.

PAX STAMPS

The conclusion of World War II in 1945 brought forth one of Switzerland's most
attractive and famous sets of stamps, the Pax issue, named after its Latin inscription
for "Peace ." The great Swiss stamp engraver Karl Bickel created masterful designs
that surpassed even his own many earlier philatelic works.

Next month . . .

SE-TENANT — TETE-BECHE — INTERSPACE
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NEW POSTMARKS
OF

LIECHTENSTEIN
To mark the coming into force of a new
postal convention between Liechtenstein
and Switzerland, the Government of the

Principality has decided to introduce new postal date stamps throughout the
country . A complete set of 26 stamped and cancelled covers with both the old
and new cancels will be available at the Official Philatelic Service in Vaduz . (see
advertisement).
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No . 2
FUN-FILLED FIELDS

FOR FILATELISTS

Swiss revenue collecting for the specialist who is into postage and related avenues
poses a problem which requires an overview to keep from going off in all directions at
the same time . That overview is given here in a hangnail sketch . From such a vista
one should decide what field to follow, assuming that one wishes to ornament and
augment his principal collection with some kind of Swiss revenue stamps.

The general types of Swiss fiscal stamps (overseas dealers and collectors don't
ordinarily call them "revenues " which I think is an Americanism) are as follows:

A. Federal — issued by the Confederation for national purposes.
B. Cantonal — issued by the different cantons.
C. Municipal — issued by the towns, villages and districts.
To help us in our overview we should classify the fiscal stamps in categories based

upon their purposes ; hence we propose four types which should cover them all . There
is bound to be overlap, but don't fret . You'll eventually classify according to your
own likes and dislikes . The categories l have named are legal, finance, registration and
miscellaneous.

LEGAL
This category covers everything related to the law directly

and to the courts . Governing bodies tax and require fees al-
most universally for legal transactions . This will include con-
tracts of every kind ; procedures involving renting, buying and
selling, mortgaging and constructing on real estate ; bankruptcy
and related procedures ; preparation, recording, administration,
probate of wills ; all manner of procedures before courts and
administrative tribunals ; etc . Often fees are impressed or em-
bossed on forms and special sheets of paper which must be
used, but we are only interested in the adhesives.

REGISTRATION
This word may not be quite apt but l intend it to cover all manner of stamps which

pay fees for license, permission, authority or privilege of some kind . Included would
be passports, travel and residence permits, licenses for dogs and vehicles, driving per-
mits, frontier inspections, poster and billboard permits, work permits, railway docu-
ments for shipping goods, etc .

cont. next page

FINANCE
This category covers any procedures involving

money changing hands for some profit purpose other
than the sale of goods . We can think of checks,
bills and notes, exchange of currency, transmission
of money into or out of the jurisdiction, dealing in
stocks and bonds, etc.

TELL
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THE T—PARTY cont.

MISCELLANEOUS
This category covers everything which does not come

under one of the other three . It includes taxes on commodi-
ties such as salt and cigarette paper ; taxes on tickets for all
kinds of travel and on hotel and inn accommodations; taxes
on income; duty on goods in transit ; unemployment insurance
payments; taxes and surcharges for the benefit of hospitals,
work organizations and business associations ; and many more.

Not all categories of stamps were issued by the Confeder-
ation and all of the cantons . Not even every canton is known
to have issued stamps. Municipalities issued only limited
types of stamps.

So far as I know, only a few cantons still issue stamps and
there are still a few cities and towns that put out stamps.
The Federal Government, so far as I know, no longer issues stamps . I am trying to
verify this fact.

Next column will talk about the different kinds of Federal stamps .

M. N. THALER

NEW SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
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THE POSTAL STATIONERY CORNER

	

PRIVATE ADD-ON PRINTINGS OF RECENT YEARS

Switzerland, since 1965, has produced very few postal stationery items — all of
them post(al) cards. Those issued by the post office itself, for reporting of postal
meter readings, remitting missing postage on letters abroad, or train station freight
arrival cards, have not been reprinted in recent years (or replaced by postage-free or
permit mail), and even the long series of postal cards with publicity photo vignettes were
abandoned about 15 years ago.

Thus the field of Swiss postal stationery is almost dead as far as new issues are
concerned . This situation undoubtedly prompted the Swiss Postal Stationery Society,
in 1970, to produce 1000 add-on printed 20 cts . postcards celebrating the centennial of
the first Swiss postal card (Fig . 1) . Although the privately made add-on printing at
first glance suggests that it is the same green ink as that of the postal card itself, this is
not the case . As a matter of fact this add-on printing is no more than a cachet — no
better that what you may occasionally find on U .S . postal stationery first day items
(which receive, post factum a gaudy or fancy cachet).

The same is true of at least three more recent items, all privately produced add-on
printings, produced by topical collectors' societies . The first of these came about in
1977 and pictures Johan(n) Jacob Scheuchzer, Swiss naturalist and doctor, in gray . On
the reverse side there are 8 lines of text identifying Scheuchzer's achievements . Since
Scheuchzer's portrait also appears on a special cancellation from Glattzentrum bei Walli-
sellen (ZH) where the Swiss Topical Collectors Society celebrated its first 25 years of
existence, sort of a maximum card could be produced . (Fig . 2) . This was followed, in
1978, by an add-on item with Henri Dunant's features . It too could be upgraded by a
matching sesquicentennial of birth cancellation from Geneva (Fig . 3) . And the last item
(Fig. 4) dates from mid-1979 when pharmacologists met in Basel for an international
congress . That card depicts Leonhardt Thurneisser (or Thurneysen), Basel goldsmith
who later became a mining magnate and then personal physician to Margrave Johann
Georg of Brandenburg . It too, with the congress special postmark can be turned into a
maximum item.

Is there any value to these cards? Not really . But topical collectors will gobble
them up and pay fancy prices nevertheless. Oh well: each to his own .

Felix Ganz
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SALE NO . 41

Dear Members:

Thanks to all of you for making Auction 40 one of our largest yet . Almost 15% of
the membership submitted bids — for a total of over $1,750 .00 in sales.

Please note Lot number 1 . I have been negotiating to procure this volume for
months and finally succeeded in finding a seller willing to part with one.

Best of luck to all in Auction 42 . For this auction 1 SFr = .60¢ U .S.

The closing date will be June 30, 1980 .
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3rd NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF A.H .P.S.

Phoenix, Arizona will be the site for the 3rd
National Convention of The American Helvetia
Philatelic Society . The convention will be held
in conjunction with ARIPEX '81 — the 11th
consecutive exhibition sanctioned by the

Arizona Federation of Stamp Clubs . The host club
for the 1981 show will be the Phoenix Phila-
telic Association . The exhibition will be set up
in the Del Webb Townhouse, 100 West Claren-
don in Phoenix.

In addition to the A .H .P .S . National Con-
vention, The Society of Philatelic Americans
will hold their convention as well as the EIRE
Philatelic Society . There will also be a special
United States Postal Facility equipped to apply
the ARIPEX '81 pictorial show cancellation to
mail posted at the exhibition station . Approxi-
mately 50 dealers will be in attendance at the
bourse as the ARIPEX '81 committee has made
every effort to have a well balanced bourse
covering all phases and specialties of stamp
collecting.

80 frames for A .H .P .S. members exhibits
have been reserved at ARIPEX '81 . The special
President's challenge award, plus three medals
and as many honorable mentions as may be
appropriate, will be awarded at this 3rd Nation-
al Convention . 120 frames have already been
sold for the show, so early entry is encouraged
as more than the 80 reserved frames cannot be
guaranteed . The official prospectus may be
requested from Donn Lueck, P . O . Box 11582,
Phoenix, AZ 85061 or from the Exhibit Chair-
man, Robert A . Paliafito, 3550 N . Central Ave .,
Suite 405, Phoenix, AZ 85012.

S .V.P HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT
The Swiss Postmark Society (SVP) has just

issued a first supplement to their very success-
ful "Handbook of Swiss Local Publicity Date-
stamps" of 1977, in German and French . The
supplement continues with illustrations of all
the 100 odd postmarks issued during 1977, '78
and '79, together with completely rewritten
alphabetical and numerical lists, as well as
additions to the other interesting tables . The
Handbook gives a scarcity rating to all post-
marks and this has now been extended and up-
dated where necessary, to take the latest auc-
tion, and other sales, into account . The rarest,
Villars-sur-Ollon of 1942 having topped SFr.
2000 . recently . The 20 double-page A4 loose-
leaf supplement can be obtained from the SVP
secretary, or from

M . Rutherfoord
Breite-Strasse 82
8303 Bassersdorf, Switzerland

SLIDE PROGRAM
CONTINUES TO
IMPRESS VIEWERS

The four-year-old AHPS slide program on
"Switzerland : A Panorama of Its Postal History
and Stamps" continues to draw enthusiastic
comments from viewers throughout the USA
and Canada . Reports from two groups in

'Michigan, who recently saw the program through
arrangements made by AHPS member Alfred
Bloch, are typical.

The American-Swiss Society in Detroit re-
marked on the clarity of the text and the
excellent quality of the slides and, as a result of
the program, expressed interest in forming a
stamp club . An unorganized and unaffiliated
group of "sophisticated and knowledgeable"
collectors from the same area particularly en-
joyed the postal history segment . They noted
the "lot of research" and "lot of footwork"
covered in the taped narration and also ap-
plauded the quality of the slides.

AHPS Vice President Harlan Stone wrote
the script, which is appearing in serial form in
TELL . Norm Rose narrated the script on tape,
and Bill Weitzmann photographed the 80 color
slides. AHPS members who want to borrow
this program for local use before any kind of
group may send requests to Harlan (address on
page 75) well in advance of two choices of
date .

STAMPCO 1980

Rudy Schaelchli (AHPS 1436)
won a Gold for his exhibit,
"Valduz Castle on Stamps" at
Stampco 1980, Poughkeepsie,
NY, held March 21-22. Harlan
Stone (AHPS 1327) won a

Gold with Felicitations for his four frames of
"Route Marks of Switzerland ."

A "Mini-meeting" of AHPS was also held
at the show with Rudy, Harlan, John MacLean,
Gerry Diamond and Paul Ickeringill attending.
Great fellowship!

USE YOUR AHPS MEMBERSHIP

NUMBER ON YOUR

CORRESPONDENCE !
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BOOK REVIEW

H. Sulser, Schweizer Militaerpostkartenund
Ganzsachen (Swiss Military Postcards and En-
tires) 1914—18 & 1939—45 . (Printed 1979 by
Tages-Anzeiger Zurich and apparently available
from the author at 4622 Egerkingen, Switzer-
land) . In German only.

The second part of this author's coverage of
military materials produced for postal and/or
charitable purposes essentially covers entires,
but unfortunately mixes — without giving much
information on what is what — officially issued,
stampless (formula) military stationery with
privately prepared picture postcards and other
souvenirs . Of its total 136 pages (which will
cost you about $15 ., postage included) 62
contain only (reduced-size) illustrations, and 35
others list addenda as well as price changes
(both up and down) for the first (double) vol-
ume which dealt with adhesive soldiers issues
exclusively . These price changes are given for
singles only while for sheetlets and the like one
has to make estimated guesses.

Newly listed are about 80 "unofficial" ad-
hesive issues as well as about 40 so-called "Vig-
nettes " ' — a rather confusing term since all
soldiers issues of Switzerland in effect are "vig-
nettes ." The switching of the two pages with
those "Vignettes" does not simplify the matter.

The main attempt of this catalogue is di-
rected at initially listing picture postcards with
military scenes, issued by military units (200
entries) and by other sources (about 100 or
so more) . The illustrations surely help a lot,
and just as certainly a lot of items are not yet
listed, a state of affairs alluded to in a one-
sentence, introduction that requests addenda

reports . Prices apparently relate to mint cards
although no such statement appears anywhere.

Items with imprinted soldiers issues (as you
may see we continue to avoid the term
"stamps") also are listed, in a table that mixes
them in with what could be called "maximum
cards." Prices are stiff . Thus the Ninth
Division's imprinted envelopes rate from SFr . 15 to
30, and the 1944 cards with which General
Guisan thanked donors to the soldier's
Christmas Fund list at SFr . 20 (German text), 75.
(French) and 150 . (Italian).

Internee mail items and souvenirs appear in
a separate list . And then there are listings of
officially and otherwise issued stationery, be-
ginning with envelopes from 1870 and cards
from 1889, belying the publication's title . Here
again only one price column is shown — a dis-
tinct error since for example properly used
envelopes from the 1870-71 period sell at from
twelve to thirty times their mint price! Much
of this section is lifted right out of the 1976
Zumstein Postal Stationery Catalog, drawn out
and illustrated ; but not even a footnote ack-
nowledges that fact.

We do not know Mr . Sulser ; but his con-
tinued, if not deliberate ignoring of the most
elementary rules of common courtesy, relating
to acknowledgement of prior research, rubs us
the wrong way and is hard to comprehend . (So
is his apparent unwillingness to furnish review
copies to anyone .)

Undoubtedly a lot of work has gone into
producing this rather neat looking volume, and
a true specialist in Swiss military items
probably will feel a need to own this catalogue . The
average collector of Swiss soldiers adhesives,
however, need not be too much concerned
missing it .

FG

NEW"ORTSVERZEICHNIS"

The 1980 edition of this very useful refer-
ence, the "List of Localities" with full details
of over 7000 post offices, connections with
ship, bus, etc . will be issued in June and may
be ordered from the PTT from now on at SFr.
1 .50. Invaluable for postmark collectors.
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cont. from page 76

disposed of, with the accused dealer receiving a deferred jail sentence of one year for
his machinations . Another shady character, named V . Mathiak, who sold more than
questionable materials at bourses in Zürich and elsewhere, however, was able to
flee to his native Germany where luckily he could be arrested and now will not be
able for at least three years to perpetrate his dealings onto unsuspecting philatelists!
Shady manipulations are not limited to foreigners, though, as the following shows.
The chairman of the Swiss Philatelic Societies' office for fighting philatelic fraud
started a criminal case against one of the principal proponents and dealers of Swiss
coil stamps. It was then discovered that this person either himself or as a knowing
party to the scheme fabricated so-called coil roll ends — very much sought after items
by specialists — .and had them marked with a false date stamp fashioned after the
official one on honestly produced coil ends.
It was further discovered that the same party for weeks, if not months, obliterated
with an apparently swiped, but official handstamp ZURICH 23 HAUPTBAHNHOF
so-called first day covers of the type 1 selectronic dispenser stamps of September
1976. Whoever did it was not very smart, as it turns out, since many of the so-called
FDCs were fabricated on postal cards which were not issued until five weeks after the
machine stamps' first day of August 9, 1976! It might be preventive medicine for any
AHPS member possessing FDCs of those gummed label stamps to check their holdings.
If the items are on postal cards of late 1976, they are false — even if accompanied by
a paper claiming authenticity of the items . Often, in the heading of these claims to
authenticity, the word ATTEST is misspelled ATEST!!
Mr. Müller also divulges the recipe for making money with large auction lots (which
as everyone knows are not returnable) : Take a few false rarities, add a few repaired
expensive stamps, decorate with bundles of middle value stamps, and drown it all
with a flood of cheap stamps . Embellish with a few covers and interesting varieties,
figure out the total catalogue value, sit back and wait.
NOT VERY ENCOURAGING! Beware of false stamps, false gum, false cancellations,
reperfs . - - the whole bit!

The January issue of Zumstein's Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung contained an article on
AHPS' activities, and the logo of the SEPAD convention was reported.

from Ernie Kehr . . . As has been customary since 1938, when they were first issued,
annual Pro Patria semi-postals have used a wide variety of themes to appropriately re-
call the founding of the Swiss Confederation in 1291 . This year, the first of a series
os sets will depict the emblems of different trades and crafts.

The 20 centime stamp depicts the sign placed over the Mason and Carpenters '
Guildhall in the 18th century and now in the local History and Cultural Museum in
Frick Valley. Barbers are honored by the 40c, which depicts a new sign designed by
the Cantonal Institute of Technology for the tonsorial guildhall in Bienne. The 70c
was created around 1830, on order for Friedrich Fellmann, a member of the Hatters '
Guild, and now is in the Zofingen Museum of History . The 80c is for the Bakers . It
was commissioned by and made for a guild member in 1977, for use in the old quarter
of Bienne, where illuminated advertising is banned.
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postscriptum
"Lot No. 3130 BLK PRF SWITZERLAND 112 var:
posthumous Girardet proof in dark forest green on thin laid
card, block of 15 (5x3), few incl, otherwise VERY FINE,
EST. 100 .00, scare in large multiples ."

. . . as listed an Illinois auction house in their sale catalog of
February, 1980. They have found a new name for these
non-stamps of the Standing Helvetia type . . . they listed
lots 3130 to 3134 as "posthumous Giradet proofs" . . . this
is a vast improvement over "essay" or whatever ; but — a
proof it is not either!

F .G.

An addition to Donn Lueck's February
article on the revenue paper of Canton
Fribourg — This handstamp was applied
to a document dated 1808 asking for a
delay in payments.

AHPS AUCTIONS — Gerry Diamond reports that member
participation has increased considerably with our new
format . . . Great! To our new members (and the old who
just plain "forget" to bid) here is a fine way to secure the
items you want, at a price you can afford . So — don't be a
"shy" one — send in your bids!

Pro Patria 1980

Do hope you members are reading our Swiss PTT and
Liechtenstein ads — and ordering (well in advance) the
new issues described . Many collectors were "caught short"
with the CEPT 80 issue of Liechtenstein selling out on the
very first day!

Gaston Loesscher of Switzerland — your 86
years of Swiss specialization is noteworthy!
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